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ABSTRACT 
In pace with the U.S. financial crisis triggered by the subprime mortgage crisis 
engulfing the globe, the United States and Europe countries all encountered 
enormous impact. China's GDP growth has also been slow affected by the global 
economic environment, but Benefit from the assistance of the Government and the 
active efforts of all parties, China's economy has quickly went out of the valley and 
re-presents a good growth. In addition, thanks to loose monetary policy, Banking 
business achieve rapid development in 2009, Domestic Banking works well and set 
a good operating performance. 
Although the bank has not been a serious impact on the crisis, But from their 
own business perspective, China Banking especially like Everbright Bank such 
small and medium-sized joint-stock commercial bank still linger in the homogeneity 
in the competition, and facing a lack of competitive strategy on their company 
business. Specific to the Z branch of China Everbright, company business situation, 
although in 2009, has also made rapid development. But there is still a weak base, 
customer base and market share is low, and a series of questions. 
    This article combines Everbright Bank Z branch itself developments, then Used 
Porter Five Forces Model and Analyzed the competitive environment, Used SWOT 
analysis to sum up the strengths and weaknesses, opportunities and threats of the Z 
branch company business. On this basis on Porter's three competitive strategy and 
according to the actual situation of select Z branch has developed the best candidates 
for a competitive strategy, and implementation of the strategy, and finally also 
around competitive strategy put forward the appropriate security system, to ensure 
the smooth implementation of competitive strategy. 
The author says: in a competitive domestic financial market, Z branch must be 
in the industry, customers, and business suits on selected on company business 
development focus of competitive strategy, through continuous effective innovation 
in specific market and customer base shape the differentiated services and products, 
we can really foster competitive response to competition in the market. 
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